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Abstract
Interactive networked applications require high through-

put, low latency, and high reliability from the network to pro-
vide a seamless user experience. While meeting these three
requirements simultaneously is difficult, there has been an
emergence of heterogeneous virtual channels (HVCs) which
support some subset of them at the expense of the others. For
instance, URLLC sacrifices throughput to achieve low latency
and reliability in 5G NR, andWi-Fi 7 and other novel Internet
architectures provide similar disparate types of service. Prior
work either focuses on aggregating the bandwidth of these
channels whilst neglecting their unique properties or fails to
generalize in the sense of achieving high performance across
different applications and channels. To utilize HVCs to their
fullest, we argue that there are challenges and opportunities
across the network, transport and application layers, and
the application-transport interface of the network stack. In
this work, we explore the trade-offs of these architectural
choices in the context of web browsing and real-time video,
and identify the constituting principles of a design that is
general, performant, and deployable.
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1 Introduction
Increasingly, networked applications are becoming more

interactive, resulting in greater demands being placed on
the network. For instance, extended reality (XR) applications
require high reliability and a latency less than 20 ms to pro-
vide immersive experiences [7] and avoid simulator sickness
[19]. Similarly, cloud gaming requires high throughput for
a smooth visual experience and a latency less than 100 ms
to continuously engage a player [35]. Even web browsing, a
critical mobile application [43], is sensitive to latency with a
mere 100 ms increase causing a 7% decrease in conversion
rate for retail websites [6].

Simultaneously, both WAN and access network technolo-
gies have begun to incorporate heterogeneous virtual chan-
nels, i.e., a collection of channels which individually excel in
different dimensions of performance — throughput, latency,
or reliability. For instance, 5G NR supports high throughput
via enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) and low latency and
reliability via Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communica-
tion (URLLC) [20]. Wi-Fi is poised to offer a similar virtual
channel of deterministic latency by employing the synchro-
nization and scheduling tools [16, 17, 36] described in the
IEEE 802.1 Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) standards [5].
Further, the advent of Wi-Fi 7 will allow the use of multiple
links in parallel, especially in the contention-free 6 GHz band,
to reliably transmit information [17]. Finally, WAN paths are
also diversifying with the proliferation of networks such
as cloud providers’ private WANs, LEO satellite networks
[8, 45, 46], and potentially novel internet architectures such
as cISP [10] and SCION [50].
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These heterogeneous virtual channels can be leveraged
to improve application performance. However, existing so-
lutions that utilize multiple paths either ignore the diver-
sity of their properties or exploit them poorly. For example,
MPTCP [47] distributes traffic across multiple paths but will
congest a low bandwidth URLLC link due to its extremely
low RTT value leading to poor application performance [42].
Similarly, IANS [23, 24] which uses a modified socket API
[40] performs suboptimally as it only maps content (i.e., web
object in [23] or video chunk in [24]) to a single channel.
Solutions that do leverage heterogeneity are sub-optimal
or narrow in scope. Consider DChannel [42], which steers
individual packets between channels at the network layer.
Although DChannel seeks to be general-purpose in the sense
of not being tailored to a specific application, it fails to profit
from the knowledge of application goals and message seman-
tics thereby leaving significant room for improvement as we
show later. Xlink [51], a cross-layer design, uses application
information to steer packets, but its tight integration with
the application makes it unusable in a broader context. Fur-
ther, its design needs modification to work with HVCs as it
was developed to utilize paths that were not starkly different
from each other. Evidently, there is much scope for better
utilization of HVCs.
In this work, we attempt to identify the principles and

techniques that can be used for a design that can achieve
high performance across a multitude of applications using
a suitable combination of available HVCs. To do this, we
evaluate solutions restricted to one layer of the network
stack, or spanning multiple layers. First, at the network layer,
we note that steering individual packets, different classes of
which have different impacts on application performance,
into channels with distinct properties leads to a powerful
solution. DChannel [42] employs this approach and reduces
page load time (PLT) for web browsing significantly. How-
ever, we show that it performs sub-optimally due to its com-
pletely application-agnostic design. We argue that packet
steering can be extended by considering other trade-offs such
as bandwidth vs. cost of usage and bandwidth vs. reliability.
We also observe the utility of using channel information
from underlying HVCs to improve steering performance.
Further, delay-dependent congestion control algorithms

like BBR [14] may get confused as they misinterpret the la-
tency spike caused by packet steering as congestion. This
issue naturally leads to a transport layer solution that is
aware of the latency difference of the HVCs. Operating at
the transport layer also provides better knowledge about
the reliability of different channels, and allows control and
data packets to be steered more effectively. Modifying the
application-transport interface to augment a steering so-
lution with application-layer information in a cross-layer
design further improves HVC use. For instance, awareness

of flow or message sizes allows valuable channels to be used
more or less aggressively depending on how much of the
flow or message is remaining. Further, knowledge of packet
and flow importance allows some to be prioritized and others
ignored. In particular, we implemented a cross-layer scheme
for real time video streaming that uses knowledge of ap-
plication message priorities for steering to reduce the 95th
percentile latency from 176 ms to 78 ms (2.26x improvement)
compared to steering without this information. Such a gain is
quite significant to real time video which forms a critical part
of several interactive applications. This is particularly vital
when multiple flows compete to use a resource-constrained
HVC. We show that as few as two background flows, unim-
portant from an application or end user’s perspective, can
cause as much as a 138 ms increase in PLT for web browsing.

In Section 3, we discuss these various architectural choices
and conclude that steering individual packets or segments,
access to and use of easily available application information
such as flow or packet priorities, and HVC information such
as latency and packet drop rate form the essential compo-
nents of high performance and yet general design.

Finally, several factors make us optimistic about the adop-
tion of this direction of work. First, packet steering solutions
at the network layer are feasible to deploy, requiring support
only at a few points in the infrastructure. Second, applica-
tions prioritizing user experience can very reasonably be
expected to adapt to a new transport layer API for improved
performance as the deployment success of Xlink [51] and
QUIC [29] indicates. Third, although URLLC [3] has been en-
visioned for niche applications, the standards provide consid-
erable flexibility to accommodate new use cases [20]. Further,
Wi-Fi 6 and 7 already include the physical layer features that
enable deterministic latency and reliability, and as the design
and development of other wireless TSN mechanisms is still
ongoing, there is an opportunity to make them deployable.
With this paper, we hope to pique the community’s in-

terest and start a discussion about the simultaneous use of
these HVCs, across and within different access networks,
now available to enhance application performance.

2 Heterogeneous Virtual Channels
In this section, we discuss different types of HVCs in the

case of 5G, Wi-Fi, and WAN designs.

2.1 5G NR
5G New Radio (NR) offers different modes of operation

[20] to meet various network requirements: enhanced mo-
bile broadband (eMBB) for high data rate, ultra-reliable low
latency communication (URLLC) for low latency applica-
tions, and massive machine-type communications (mMTC)
for massive connectivity. We will discuss eMBB and URLLC
as HVCs with bandwidth and latency trade-offs.
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eMBB is used as mobile broadband to support general
mobile phone applications and provides high throughput but
also incurs high latency. Based on a recent measurement of
a commercial mmWave 5G network, eMBB can achieve a
TCP throughput of up to 2 Gbps for download and 60 Mbps
for upload [32]. However, under device mobility its packet
round trip time (measured through probing) can be as high
as 236 ms in its 98th percentile [42].
In contrast, URLLC sacrifices data rate for low latency.

URLLC targets 0.5 ms of air latency between the client and
the RAN with 99.999% reliability for small packets (e.g., 32 to
250 bytes) [4]. A number of optimizations are made in PHY
and even the cellular core to do this. From the specifications,
the end-to-end latency ranges from 2 to 10 ms and through-
put from 0.4 to 16 Mbps [2]. Without a solution leveraging
HVCs, URLLC is expected to serve only niche applications
like autonomous driving due to its limited bandwidth.

2.2 Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi operates in the 2.4, 5, and now with Wi-Fi 6/6E,

in the 6 GHz bands. A lot of latency in Wi-Fi comes from
contention in the unlicensed spectrum. Several advances in
the standards, some extending Ethernet’s TSN tools to Wire-
less and others inherent to Wi-Fi, deal with this and have
produced channels that provide low latency and high relia-
bility at the cost of low bandwidth. With Wi-Fi 6, an access
point (AP) can coordinate the uplink transmissions of mul-
tiple User Equipments (UEs) simultaneously using OFDMA
leading to parallel use of the wireless medium and there-
fore lower latency. Further, with the application of 802.1AS
(time synchronization) and 802.1Qbv (time-aware schedul-
ing) to Wi-Fi, it is possible to synchronize UEs and APs
within and across Basic Service Sets to classify and prioritize
time-sensitive traffic. However, this requires a central con-
troller, loses multiplexing gains with non-TSN traffic having
to wait and restricts how many users can be supported.

Wi-Fi also introduced Multi-Link Operation (MLO), which
allows UEs and APs to use links in the different frequency
bands—2.4, 5, and 6—simultaneously [15, 25]. While this
can be used to aggregate bandwidth, it can also be used for
deterministic latency by directing time-sensitive traffic into
the contention-free 6 GHz band. Further, it can be used to
achieve reliability by replicating packets across the two links
[25] at the expense of throughput. Currently, these are only
envisioned for use in niche applications such as IoT and
industrial automation in controlled environments [16, 36]. A
key consideration is analyzing the trade-offs of TSN—unlike
cellular, resources are not dedicated to a user and other users
bear the cost of one’s use of the low latency service. Another
concern is making these commercially deployable. However,
their design is still underway, and we believe there is much
scope for making these services generally usable.

2.3 Wide Area Networks
Low-Earth Orbit satellite networks (e.g., SpaceX Star-

link [45]) could offermuch lower latencies than the terrestrial
Internet by using space-based inter-satellite lasers [27, 38] op-
erating at the speed of light, but with lower bandwidth than
fiber due to radio up/downlink bottleneck. Alongside the ter-
restrial Internet, these could offer HVCs to users. HVCs may
also materialize at CDN and content provider infrastructures
to the extent that more novel network architectures (e.g.,
SCION [50] and cISP [10]) are widely deployed. CDN servers
may, for instance, use a microwave-based ultra-low-latency
network in addition to the conventional terrestrial fiber op-
tic network [10]. While cISP’s microwave links operating at
the speed of light are much faster than optical fiber, their
bandwidth and reliability are vastly lower. Similarly, SCION
enables a host to learn of the multiple paths to a destination
along with their (vastly different) performance characteris-
tics [50], effectively transforming them into HVCs.

3 Leveraging HVCs Across Different Layers
We discuss network, transport and application layer solu-

tions to leveraging HVCs to boost application performance,
and outline the opportunities and challenges at each layer.

3.1 Network Layer
HVCs can be leveraged at the network layer by steering

IP packets into distinct channels without any application
input. DChannel [42] is the state-of-the-art system that does
this for HVCs (like eMBB and URLLC) balancing bandwidth
and latency in cellular networks. It uses a heuristic to assess
if the reward of sending a packet via a low bandwidth, low
latency channel exceeds the cost of doing so. For eMBB and
URLLC, it shows a considerable promise as it improves web
browsing PLT by 16-40%. Implemented as a shim layer that
intercepts packets transparently to both the application and
the transport protocol, it is also very deployable.

Packet steering can be made more general by considering
trade-offs other than bandwidth vs. latency. A latency vs. cost
trade-off, where the lower latency channel costs more money
per byte sent, is interesting, especially if it is provided by,
say, cISP [10]. Bandwidth vs. reliability is another interesting
trade-off. For instance, MLO (§2.2) can provide reliability
in Wi-Fi by redundantly transmitting data across multiple
channels, thereby sacrificing bandwidth. Even for HVCs with
a bandwidth-latency trade-off, packet steering can likely be
improved by using information about the underlying HVC
from the MAC and PHY layers in wireless networks such as
Wi-Fi [44] and cellular [48].

However, in assuming that each user gets a share of the
wireless resources like in cellular networks, DChannel can-
not readily be extended to Wi-Fi where the cost of sending
one user’s packets over a low latency channel is borne by oth-
ers. Further, network layer packet steering solutions critically
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Figure 1: (a) Throughput achieved by CCAs with DChannel
on two paths with a latency-bandwidth trade-off. Y-axis is
in logarithmic scale. (b) Packet RTTs observed by BBR when
using DChannel.

suffer from a lack of insight into application needs. Conse-
quently, they end up steering packets that do not improve
application performance to the costly low latency channel.
Operating at higher layers of the stack (§3.2 & §3.3) can help
address this deficiency. Packet steering can even degrade
application performance by confusing transport protocols,
which rely on packet delay and are unaware of the latency
differences between different paths.
To demonstrate this, we ran tests on Pantheon [49] with

DChannel steering packets between two emulated HVCs
with a latency-bandwidth trade-off: one has 50 ms RTT with
60 Mbps bandwidth and the other has 5 ms RTT and 2 Mbps
bandwidth. These numbers respectively reflect 5G Lowband
eMBB performance under movement [42] and URLLC. We
tested three congestion control algorithms (CCAs) that adjust
their sending rate based on packet delay—TCP BBR [14], TCP
Vegas [13], and PCC Vivace [22]—with this setup. In addition
to this, we also tested TCP CUBIC [28], a loss-based CCA
which is far less sensitive to delay. Figure 1a presents the
results of these experiments.

CUBIC, a loss-based CCA, utilizes the full throughput (60
Mbps) of the high bandwidth channel. All delay-dependent
CCAs underutilize the link: BBR, Vegas, and Vivace achieve
26.5 Mbps, 2.73 Mbps, and 1.49 Mbps of averaged throughput
respectively. This occurs as these CCAs misinterpret the
resulting RTTs caused by packets switching HVCs.

To better understand this, we plot themeasured RTTwhen
running BBR across time in Figure 1b. The RTT varies quite
a bit, confirming our suspicions of transport layer confusion
caused by sudden changes in RTT. This is exacerbated by
DChannel prioritizing steering control packets, including
BBR’s probes, to the low latency path. This produces an
initial underestimate of the RTT followed by an ostensible
spike upon reverting to the high latency path leading to the
perceived congestion in the first 10 s of Figure 1a. At the 10 s
mark, BBR drains the queue to get a better estimate of the
minRTT. However, this estimate is lower than the RTT of the
high bandwidth channel. As a result, BBR underestimates

the Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) and is not able to fully
utilize the high bandwidth channel.

Hence, network layer steering may not be optimal, or even
beneficial, depending on the application and the transport
protocol. In §3.2 and §3.3, we argue for operating at the
transport or application-transport layer to better use HVCs.

3.2 Transport Layer
Previous transport layer designs such as MPTCP [47] and

MPQUIC [21] have considered multiple paths but ignored the
heterogeneity of individual channels and focused primarily
on aggregating bandwidth or supporting handover. Works
which have focused on heterogeneous paths [26, 30] still try
to aggregate bandwidth and do not fully exploit the space of
actions enabled by paths as different as URLLC and eMBB.
We argue that combining elements of these approaches into
a transport layer design can lead to a more optimal and gen-
eral solution. Such a transport layer would be aware of the
existence of individual virtual channels and their proper-
ties, steer individual transport layer segments into them, and
adapt congestion control to correctly interpret the resulting
RTTs.

Steering of segments continues to be a core component of
the solution even at the transport layer, similiar to DChan-
nel’s packet steering at the network layer. For low latency
channels, this allows individual pieces of information that
allow the end application to take some action to be acceler-
ated and therefore improves performance. DChannel obtains
a significant portion of its gains from accelerating ACKs and
other control messages. However, if data is tacked onto the
ACK, eMBB is preferentially used over URLLC due to the
latter’s low bandwidth, leading to sub-optimal performance.
When individual segments are allocated to different virtual
channels, an ACK can be separated from the rest of the mes-
sage content and the two can be sent via different channels.
Further, as it is the transport layer that fragments an applica-
tion message, segments towards the end of a message can be
selectively sent over a low latency path instead of the earlier
segments to avoid head-of-the-line blocking. Finally, criti-
cal control packets that will cause significant performance
degradation when lost can be steered into virtual channels
with reliability guarantees.

In addition to the benefits of handling individual segments,
awareness of the existence of HVCs will also allow the CCA
to adjust its sending rate in a more informed manner. This
will reconcile the control loops of congestion control and
packet steering and resolve the issues of delay-dependent
transport protocols described in §3.1. Further, being a trans-
port layer solution, it pushes most of the complexity to the
end host [39] and requires no support from the network itself
unlike DChannel which needs a proxy at the packet gateway
of the cellular core.
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Figure 2: Latency and quality (SSIM) distributions of de-
coded frames for various steering algorithms for emulated
5G eMBB and URLLC1.

Traces eMBB-only DChannel DChannel
w. priority

Stat. 1697.3 1230.5 (27.5%) 1154.9 (32%)
Drv. 2334.3 1474.6 (36.8%) 1336.8 (42.7%)

Table 1: Web PLT (in ms) with small background traffic using
emulated 5G lowband eMBB (stationary and driving traces)
with URLLC.

While this solves the problems of a purely network-layer
solution, it still leaves room for improvement. This comes
from the fact that such an application-agnostic transport
layer is unaware of what is important to an application and
an end user and treats all flows equally. We discuss these
shortcomings and some potential solutions in §3.3.

3.3 Application Layer
Although powerful, HVCs are resource constrained and

packets need to be mapped to them judiciously. Input from
applications can vastly improve a steering solution’s efficacy
as they understand their own performance and behaviour
the best. For instance, Xlink [51] uses knowledge about the
videos being transferred to selectively re-inject packets from
earlier frames and streams to decrease buffering time at the
start of short videos. Similarly, Socket Intents [40] provides
the transport layer with application input about the nature
of flows by extending the socket API. However, the former is
not general-purpose, focusing only on on-demand video. The
latter operates at the granularity of flows instead of packets.
Both these elements—a general interface for information
exchange and fine-grained steering—are vital to a solution
that must leverage HVCs, especially when multiple flows
and applications compete for resources.
Two key pieces of information that any application can

provide relatively easily are message boundary and priority.
These are particularly useful in case a low latency channel is
available as they help identify which messages to accelerate
1The CDF of latency with mmWave driving is cut off on the right as the
eMBB-only algorithm had an extremely long tail till 6400 ms.

and which to not. We demonstrate this for real-time video
streaming and web browsing when HVCs making a latency-
bandwidth trade-off are available. Here, a message is defined
as a sequence of bytes which enable the receiving host to
take some useful action once the entire sequence is received.

Real-time video streaming is an important component
of multiple networked applications like video conferencing,
cloud gaming, remote driving, XR, etc. It is time-sensitive,
requiring both low latency and high frame quality. During
network deterioration, receiving lower-quality frames on
time rather than late high-quality frames helps preserve re-
sponsiveness and user QoE. In this experiment, we show that
providing message priorities and boundaries to the steering
algorithm helps outperform even the DChannel packet steer-
ing algorithm [42] at minimizing latency, at the cost of frame
quality under network deterioration.

We used Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [41] to get messages
with different priorities. In SVC, each frame is encoded with
multiple spatial (quality) layers. The decoding of a higher
layer depends on the successful decoding of all lower layers
and the corresponding layer of the previous frame. Thus,
the lowest layer (layer 0) is the most important and has
the highest priority. It can be decoded on its own and the
successful decoding of the higher layers depends on it. Each
subsequent higher layer has a lower priority.

We modified the setup from [18] for our experiments. The
video source was taken from the MOT17 dataset [31]. It
was encoded using the VP9-SVC codec [1] with three layers
with target bitrates of 400 kbps, 4100 kbps, and 7500 kbps
respectively, resulting in a cumulative bitrate of 12000 kbps
for the video. Every 33 ms (equivalent to 30 fps), the sender
sent an encoded frame, i.e., the three layers as three separate
messages in a single flow over the network as UDP packets.
Upon receiving layer 0 of the frame, the receiver waited for
60 ms or for layer 0 of the next two frames to arrive before
decoding the received frame. This waiting period helps strike
the right balance between latency and quality. Without it,
the receiver only ever decodes layer 0 frames and hence
experiences very poor quality. In contrast, if it waits for too
long, then it will get a very delayed higher-quality frame.
In our experiments, we used a modified DChannel shell

to emulate eMBB and URLLC as our HVCs. We emulated
URLLC with 5 ms RTT and 2 Mbps bandwidth. eMBB was
emulated using the mmWave and Lowband driving traces
from [42]. These traces have higher latency variations due to
user equipment (UE) mobility and are interesting scenarios
to evaluate different steering schemes in. We evaluated three
different steering algorithms. The first (our baseline) only
used eMBB. The second used DChannel [42] with no modifi-
cations. Finally, we implemented a new steering algorithm
that maps packets to different channels based on the message
they belong to and its priority. The sender embedded these
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priorities in the packets using a custom application header
and prioritized layer 0 (the most important layer) over layers
1 and 2. Thus, the steering algorithm sent layer 0 over URLLC
and layers 1 and 2 over eMBB.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the latency and quality
(SSIM) of the decoded frames for the two network traces.
Priority-aware steering reduces the latency significantly
compared to the other schemeswhen eMBB latency increases.
For mmWave driving, priority-based steering reduces the
95th percentile latency by 1980 ms (26x) and 98 ms (2.26x)
over the eMBB only scheme and DChannel respectively,
while only reducing SSIM by 0.068 and 0.002 respectively.
This reduction is because layer 0 (prioritized message) is sent
over URLLC and the receiver always gets it within a narrow
time bound as the URLLC latency is low and does not vary.
However, DChannel, being unaware of message boundaries
and priorities within a flow, treats each packet as a message
boundary and tries to accelerate it. As a result, it does not
send all the packets belonging to layer 0 through URLLC and
performs worse than priority aware steering.

Web browsingwith backgroundflows.Wenow demon-
strate the value of knowing information as basic as flow prior-
ities when multiple flows compete. We load web pages while
also running two background flows that do not contribute to
the PLT. These background flows upload and download small
JSON files—a common occurrence for mobile web-based apps
that upload logs to the server and pre-fetch data not yet dis-
played to the user. In one case, packets from all three are
steered into eMBB or URLLC HVCs with DChannel. Then,
we supply DChannel with flow priorities to prevent the back-
ground flows from using the limited URLLC bandwidth.
For the experiment, we recorded 30 popular landing and

internal web pages chosen randomly from the Hispar cor-
pus [9] using the Mahimahi framework [33] and replayed
them using Mahimahi with HTTP2 [52]. The client had two
parallel paths – eMBB (using 5G Lowband stationary and
driving traces from [42]) and URLLC (5 ms RTT and 2 Mbps
bandwidth) – to the web server, and it ran the Chromium
browser to load these pages. DChannel was used for steer-
ing with modifications to also support application input. We
loaded each page 5 times and found its mean PLT based
on the onLoad event [34]. Simultaneously, we spawned two
background flows that use cURL to continuously upload (5
KB) and download (10 KB) JSON objects until the experiment
was done. Before each fetch, we cleared both the browser
and DNS caches. We used TCP CUBIC for this experiment.
Table 1 shows web PLT for three different steering poli-

cies. Both versions of DChannel improve PLT considerably
over the eMBB-only case where all traffic is delivered over
eMBB. Nonetheless, DChannel with priority performs the
best, reporting a 6.2% to 9.5% of mean PLT improvement com-
pared to the DChannel without any flow prioritization. This

mainly stems from avoiding URLLC queue build-up caused
by delivering the low-priority background traffic over the
channel. As a result, the web page load traffic can steer more
of its traffic to URLLC and receive greater acceleration.

In summary, these results present the significant benefits
of incorporating minimal application level information into
a solution to leverage HVCs.

4 Open Questions and Research Directions
As seen in §3, network layer steering for HVCs is the sim-

plest but also the least powerful. Further, DChannel requires
redesign to work well with different WLAN or WAN archi-
tectures. We find that solutions at the transport layer, maybe
even with a new application-transport interface, are promis-
ing candidates and present some pertinent considerations.
Design. Solutions at the transport and application-

transport layers can potentially be built using MPQUIC [21].
Its flexibility enables a transport design that sends ACKs
from a high bandwidth path subflow to a low latency path,
which we proposed in §3.2. As MPQUIC is based on QUIC, it
can also accept application input (e.g., steam priority) which
could help packet scheduling even though it can still operate
without any.

Deployment.While deploying new transport protocols
such as MPTCP and solutions supporting different QoS [11,
12, 37] has proven challenging, we are hopeful about the
adoption of solutions leveraging HVCs due to several factors.
First, the large scale deployment of QUIC [29] makes us op-
timistic about transport layer solutions designed in the user
space. Further, Xlink’s [51] success reveals the willingness
of large service providers to modify their stack to improve
the performance of interactive applications. Further, consid-
ering the stringent requirements of interactive applications
[6, 19, 35], cross-layer designs are likely to benefit applica-
tions using even one channel [44, 48].We hope the popularity
of such a solution will in turn incentivize operators to make
HVCs ubiquitous to tap into a ready market.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss the newly emergent HVCs, var-

ious architectures that leverage them to boost application
performance and their attendant trade-offs. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of cross-layer designs with real time video
streaming and web browsing as examples. Finally, we explore
some open questions and research directions with the hope
that this paper can stimulate discussions within the commu-
nity about better utilizing the potential of these HVCs.
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